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June 29, 2023

Dear Assoc. Prof. Mapung,

Your submission has been received by the journal and will now be processed in accordance with published timelines.

Processing time guidelines are available under the journal’s ‘About’ section, however, please note that each submission is assessed on its individual merits and in certain circumstances processing times may differ.

You can check the status of your submission in three ways:
- Publisher Enquiry Service: telephone numbers are +27(0)118753262 and/or 0810029311.
- Publisher FAQ and Email Service: visit the Publisher FAQ and Email service at https://oak ethernet.sun.ac.za/index.php

You will receive additional emails from the journal as your submission passes through the phases of the editorial process.
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noxis@hts.org.za

Jun, 23 Apr 21, 2020

-------------

Ref. No.: 7975
Manuscript title: Worshippers Smoking in Mosques: Violation of Fatwas of Ulama and Governer Regulation
Journal: HTS Theological Studies / Theological Studies

Dear Assoc. Prof. Mansur,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to the journal. All new manuscripts are given a preliminary inspection by the editorial office to assess whether the submission is complete. We are grateful for your efforts to adhere to the author guidelines of HTS Theological Studies / Theological Studies.

Your manuscript will now proceed to our blinded peer review process to undergo an assessment by our expert independent reviewers. Read our peer review process https://tabs.co.za/policies/peer_review

Editor remark:
Ensure to keep us informed if any of your credentials have changed during this time, to ease communication with you as your manuscript progresses through the different publication phases. If you need any assistance, kindly contact the Editorial Office at submissions@hts.org.za with any questions or concerns.
HTS External Review Decision 7975 - Revisions required

easia@hts.org.za

Ret. No.: 7975
Manuscript title: Worshippers Smoking in Mosques: Violation of Radwah of Ulama and Governor Regulation
Journal: HTS Theological Studies

Dear Assoc. Prof. Marquard,

We thank you for the submission of your manuscript. The peer review process of your manuscript has now been completed and we have reached a decision regarding your submission.

At present, your manuscript requires minor revisions to address the concerns of the reviewers. Their comments are attached to the email and/or at the bottom of this letter. If not, for your convenience log onto your profile to view the reviewers’ comments.

Please include with your revised submission an itemised, point-by-point response to the remarks which detail the changes made. The revised manuscript should be submitted by 20th-Sep-22. If you anticipate that you will be unable to meet this deadline, please notify the Editorial Office.

As a member of the Committee on Publication Ethics, we encourage your participation in assessing your Similarity Check Report in your journal personalized manuscript section. Proceed to reprint the paraphrased text or to introduce citations and acknowledgements as needed. Our assessment...
HTS External Review Decision 7975 - Accepted for publication
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Dear Assoc. Prof Maseheku

The journal has a double-blind peer review process and your manuscript was assessed by two expert independent reviewers. Read our peer review process https://acis.co.za/policypeerg review

Thank you for your revised manuscript. We have reached a decision regarding your submission. I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has now been accepted for publication.

The Editorial Office will contact you by 3 October 2022 to finalize your manuscript for the Finalization and Publication Office. If you need any assistance, kindly contact the Editorial Office at submission@hts.org.za with any questions or concerns.

We remind our authors that our publisher is a member of CrossCheck plagiarism detection initiative and endorses and applies the standards of the Committee on Publication Ethics which promotes integrity in peer-reviewed research publications. This journal also conforms to the association requirements by both the Department of Higher Education and Training of South Africa and SULSAE. Be assured that upon publication,
HTS 7975: Manuscript Accepted for Publication, Sent to Editing

aosia@hts.org.za

Kusada, Aman Adly, Rusam, Almawudahy Dzhafor, Purna Aripadeggiene, Syahrul Huzateggung, Muhammad Aki Balani, Firdhazul, Rahmad Edendi

---

Rut. No: 7975
Manuscript Title: Warwickers Smoking in Malaysia: Violation of Fatawa of Ulema and Governor Regulation
Journal: HTS: Theological Studies / Theological Studies

Dear Wali Marpaung, M. Aman Adly, Rusam Rusam, Almawudahy Dzhafor,

Patiently and soothingly, we are pleased to confirm your manuscript’s acceptance for publication on 26th Sep 22.

We can also confirm that the Submission and Review Department released your manuscript to our Finalisation Department to commence the various editing processes to secure online publication within the next 90 days (if not sooner).

Kindly note:
1. If you need to make contact with AOSIS Publishing during the finalisation stage of your manuscript, kindly contact us per email or phone.
2. The Finalisation procedure works as follows: (a) The first stage is the language editing that is returned to the corresponding Author for review. This will be the final opportunity for the corresponding Author to make last changes to the manuscript. (b) At a faster stage, the editorial staff will send the corresponding author one set of galley proofs, at which time the Author will have two working days to mark any typographical errors. (c) Manuscript editing is available on the submitting authors’ journal.
HTS Proofreading 7975 - Reminder Your galley is available to be proofread prior to publication

aosia@hts.org.za

Dear Assoc. Prof. Wahl Marapung,

Your galley proofs have arrived!

Please ensure to correct any errors or make any necessary changes as per the instructions below:

- **Last name**
- **First name**
- **Affiliation**

We are excited to share your manuscript with our audience. Before submitting your galley proofs, please:

- **Check the manuscript for any errors or omissions.**
- **Ensure that all references are complete and accurate.**
- **Make sure that all tables and figures are correctly formatted.**
- **Check for any typos or grammatical errors.**
- **Ensure that all citations are correctly formatted.**

This proof contains notes and queries from our editorial team. We ask that you do not skip a query and respond to each one to ensure the manuscript's final version is perfect.

Kind regards,

[Author's Name]